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Abstract

Solar eclipse is a unique opportunity to study the lower ionospheric variabilities under a controlled perturbation when the solar ultra-
violet and X-ray are temporally occulted by the lunar disk. Sub-ionospheric Very Low Frequency (VLF) radio signal displays the iono-
spheric response of solar eclipse by modulating its amplitude and phase. During the Total Solar Eclipse (TSE) on August 21, 2017 in
North America, data was recorded by a number of receivers as presented in public archive. Out of these, two receiving stations YADA
in McBaine and K5TD in Tulsa could procure a reasonable quality of noise free data where the signal amplitude was clearly modulated
due to the eclipse. During the lunar occultation, a C3.0 solar flare occurred and the signal received from Tulsa manifested the effect of
sudden ionization due to the flare. The VLF amplitude in Tulsa shows the effect which is generally understood by superimposing effects
of both the solar eclipse and flare. However, the signal by YADA did not perturb by the solar flare, as the flaring region was totally
behind the lunar disk for the entire period. We numerically reproduced the observed signal amplitude variation at both the receiving
locations by using Wait’s two component D-region ionospheric model and the well-known Long Wavelength Propagation Capability
(LWPC) code. The perturbed electron density for both the cases is computed which matches satisfactorily with the true ionospheric
conditions.
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1. Introduction

Earth’s ionosphere is a tenuous electrified layer of the
atmosphere that responds to slight changes coming from
both below and above. Such changes induce perturbations
in the ionosphere that in turn interfere with radio signals
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propagating within the Earth-ionosphere waveguide
(EIWG) and gets manifested as anomalies in the received
signal amplitude and phase. Solar eclipse provides a unique
opportunity to study such mechanisms behind ionospheric
variations as its time of occurrence is pre-determined and
thus it gives chance to equip ourselves accordingly (Crary
and Scheneible, 1965; Mitra, 1974; Sen Gupta et al.,
1980; Lynn, 1981; Pant and Mahra, 1985; Thomson,
1993; Clilverd et al., 2001; Kozlov et al., 2007; Karimov
et al., 2008; Chernogor, 2010; Chakrabarti et al., 2010;
Maji et al., 2012; Pal et al., 2015; Chakraborty et al.,
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2016; Kumar et al., 2016). During a solar eclipse, the Moon
comes in between the Sun and the Earth for a brief period,
resulting a sudden loss of solar radiation over a specific
region on the Earth. Without the ionizing radiation, the
ionosphere tries to relax from the daytime to the nighttime
conditions and then goes back to normal situation after the
eclipse is over. It thus replicates a day-night condition in a
small region on the Earth in a quick succession. As a result
of this, the ionospheric reflection height increases at the
onset of the eclipse and decreases in the declining phase
smoothly affecting the received signal amplitude and phase.
Just as a solar eclipse causes reduction in ionizing radiation
for a short period, a solar flare exhibits exactly the opposite
nature where enhanced X-ray flux causes a sudden and
rapid increase of ionization in the lower regions of the
ionosphere (Tsurutani et al., 2009). Such injection of ener-
gized particles into the ionosphere disrupts the normal bal-
ance of ion formation and recombination and disturbs the
propagation of radio waves through it (Thome and
Wagner, 1971; Mitra, 1974; Donnelly, 1976; Tsurutani
et al., 2009; Palit et al., 2013; Basak and Chakrabarti,
2013).

A total solar eclipse occurred in North America on
August 21, 2017 with a totality band extending from the
Pacific coast to the Atlantic coast. The lunar shadow began
to cover land as a partial eclipse at 15:46:48 UTC. The total
eclipse began at 16:48:32 UTC, being maximum at
18:26:40 UTC and ending at 20:01:35 UTC. The partial
eclipse ended at 21:04:19 UTC. During this period, two
solar flares of class C3.0 and C1.5 occurred at 17:57:00
UTC and 20:12:00 UTC respectively. The excess solar irra-
diance from these two flares were fully or partly occulted
by the lunar disc and it offered us an excellent opportunity
to probe the ionosphere under the influence of two oppos-
ing factors. Previously, similar observations were reported
in Maji et al. (2012) and Pal et al. (2012) at the time of the
annular solar eclipse (maximum obscuration 75%) that
took place on January 22, 2010. During that eclipse, the
Sun was exhibiting a flaring activity that reached its peak
(C-type) immediately after the eclipse maximum. The
receiving location was Khukurdaha (Lat: 22�270N, Long:
87�450E) and the signal monitored was from NWC trans-
mitter transmitting at 19.8 kHz. In Maji et al. (2012), the
VLF signal amplitude during the period of the eclipse
was reconstructed using analogies with previous observa-
tions and the best fit parameters were determined to repro-
duce the signal variation both in the presence and absence
of the occulted flare. In Pal et al. (2012), the time variation
of electron density profile under the combined influence of
the eclipse and the occulted flare was theoretically calcu-
lated and compared with a normal solar flare.

In this paper, contrary to the previous work where such
event was first reported during an annular eclipse, this
observation is made during a total solar eclipse and the
receiving locations were far away from the Indian land-
mass. Data from two receiving locations in North America,
namely, YADA (McBaine) and K5TD (Tulsa) are studied
of which McBaine was within the totality belt with 100%
obscuration and so could not see the flares while Tulsa
was close to totality (88:61%) and experienced the flares.
The theoretical approach of studying the ionospheric mod-
ulations under the combined effects of the eclipse and the
flares starts with the calculation of the obscuration func-
tion. For Tulsa, this function was further modified to
include the effects of the flares. Using this information,
the Wait’s exponential ionospheric parameters, h0 (iono-
spheric reflection height) and b (steepness parameter) are
then calculated and are used in the Long Wavelength Prop-
agation Capability (LWPC) code to obtain the desired sig-
nal amplitude variation. The electron density profiles are
also calculated for these two places, both including and
excluding the effects of the flares.

The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we pre-
sent the observational setup and data used in the study; in
Section 3, the methodology used in the study; in Section 4,
the results obtained from numerical simulation and finally
in Section 5, we will make concluding remarks.
2. Observation and analysis

In this manuscript we use VLF data from one antenna-
receiver system from SuperSID network of Stanford
University Solar Center (http://solar-center.stanford.edu/
SID) and one inverted L antenna with an HF amateur
radio receiver (referred to as ‘Tulsa receiver’). During the
Total Solar Eclipse (TSE) on August 21, 2017, an active
network of SuperSID users and others monitored the iono-
spheric response of TSE in the North American region
from several monitoring stations which were chosen in
such a way that the VLF signal can be received from above,
below and on the totality belt. We use publicly available
data from the SuperSID website (http://sid.stanford.edu/-
database-browser/). We choose one receiving location with
Tulsa receiver (Lat. 36.13�N, Long. 95.89�W) which is
received by one of us (RLT) and a superSID receiver at
McBaine (Lat. 38.90�N, Long. 92.39�W) for our analysis.
We use the VLF signal transmitted from NML transmitter
from La Moure, North Dakota (Lat. 46.37�N, Long.
98.33�W) of frequency 25.2 kHz. The great circle distance
(GCP) between NML-K5TD (Tulsa) and NML-YADA
(McBaine) are 1157 km and 962 km respectively. McBaine
was sitting on the totality belt whereas Tulsa was below the
belt of totality.

The SuperSID system contains a typical loop antenna
connected with a pre-amplifier system. The output of the
pre-amplifier is connected with a sound card or data acqui-
sition card attached with computer for analog to digital sig-
nal conversion. The acquisition, processing and storing of
the data are done by a computer programme provided with
the SuperSID instrument. The Tulsa receiver has a HF
amateur radio receiver with an inverted L antenna with
the vertical length of 35 ft and a horizontal (E-W) length
of 30 ft. In Fig. 1(a-c) the location of NML, Tulsa and
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Fig. 1. The location (La Moure) of the transmitter NML, the receiving locations McBaine and Tulsa and the two propagation paths marked with black
lines. The path of the totality is marked by the red curves. The figures (a), (b) and (c) represents the starting, maximum and ending of the total solar eclipse
respectively. The color-bar represents the luminance where 0 denotes full occultation and 1 denote full luminance. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Information of eclipse.

Receiving location Starting Maximum Ending Obscuration (%)

McBaine 16:45 18:13 19:40 100
Tulsa 16:39 18:08 19:37 88.61
McBaine are marked. The red curve shows the central line
of the totality belt which is the trajectory of all the loca-
tions from where the TSE (100% obscuration) was experi-
enced. The colored patch is the lunar shadow as projected
on Earth through the center of which the central line
passes. Fig. 1a-c are for starting of the TSE, maximum
eclipse and ending of TSE. The color-bar represents the
luminance of incoming solar flux which is just inverse of
the solar obscuration function. It is clear that at the center
of the totality line, the value of the obscuration function is
1 which means that one sees the Sun being totally occulted
by the Moon from this region. The calculation of the
obscuration function is given in details in the next section.

The detailed information of the eclipse at the two receiv-
ing locations are given in Table 1.

Maji et al. (2012) reported the first ever observation of
effects of solar flare during an eclipse. The present paper
is unique in the sense that during the TSE two solar flares,
namely C3.0 and C1.5 occurred. One place (Tulsa) could
see a partial blocking of one flare. This was possible since
the maximum obscuration of the solar disc was 88.6%.
During the other flare the eclipse was already over. The
other place (McBaine) could not see the effects of both
the flares. The lunar disc was totally blocking the Sun dur-
ing the C3.0 and the eclipse was over during C1.5. During
the eclipse, a nighttime condition happens when the D-
region electron density decreases. During a flare, on the
other hand, it is exactly the opposite. Fig. 2c shows the

GOES15 1–8 Å X-ray light curve of the C3.0 class solar
flare that occurred during the solar eclipse.



Fig. 2. The VLF signal amplitude variation as a function of time in hours in UT for (a) NML-YADA and (b) NML-K5TD path during the total solar
eclipse on August 21, 2017. The red and black curves represent the VLF amplitude response on normal day and eclipse day respectively. The three vertical
dashed thick lines represent the starting, maximum and ending of the total solar eclipse. In (c) we show the GOES15 1–8 Å X-ray light curve of C3.0 class
flare in the same time slot. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 2(a, b, c) shows the ionospheric response of VLF
signal amplitude variation as a function of time in hours
for NML-YADA (Top) and NML-K5TD (Middle) and
the GOES X-ray light-curve of the C3.0 solar flare. For
the first two panels, the red and black curves represent
the VLF response on normal day and eclipse day respec-
tively. Originally the recorded signals had the unit of milli-
volts as calibrated in the two receiving instruments. To
make use of the data and for theoretical reproduction we
normalized the signal amplitude by using the famous Long
Wavelength Propagation Capability (LWPC) programme
to get the signal amplitude in the dB format. We choose
the time duration of 4 h (16:00:00 UT to 20:00:00) for sig-
nal representation. The vertical dashed lines are the start-
ing, maximum and ending of the eclipse with respect to
the location of the receiver.

The VLF response in Tulsa and McBaine due to the
eclipse are completely opposite in nature. It is clear from
Fig. 2 that for McBaine, the signal amplitude increases
due to the eclipse. On the contrary, for Tulsa, originally
the signal amplitude starts to decrease. After that there is
a sudden rise and fall and then again it starts to increase.
This sudden enhancement of the signal amplitude and a
decay is due to the solar flare. If as in McBaine the obscu-
ration were 100%, then there would have been a completely
opposite nature of signal amplitude for Tulsa in compar-
ison with McBaine. The received signal amplitude/phase
is a superposition of the ground wave and the sky reflected
wave. Both these modes of waves interfere either construc-
tively or destructively resulting in drastic change in the
amplitude even for marginal difference of propagation path
length. We observed similar effects where complete oppo-
site nature of signal modulations were reported, positive
for NML-YADA path and negative for NML-K5TD path,
although their path lengths differ by only 195 km. This is
clearly a manifestation of the VLF mode interferences.

3. Methodology and modeling

The NML-K5TD and NML-YADA are two short VLF
propagation paths over which the totality belt of shadow of
TSE-2017 has gone through (Fig. 1). Hence, the signatures
of eclipse induced lower ionospheric perturbations are
imprinted on the VLF signal amplitudes. Though those
paths are geographically not at all far away (Fig. 1) and
the difference in geographic bearing angle between them
is approximately 21� (Fig. 1). So, due to the characteristic
anisotropy of the transmitted signal from a NML transmit-
ter and the asymmetry among the mutual interferences of
signal propagation modes over those paths, we observe
totally opposite types of perturbations in recorded VLF
signal amplitudes. The signal is enhanced (þve type) in
NML-YADA and attenuated (�ve type) in NML-K5TD
path (Fig. 2). Most interestingly the C3.0-class solar flare
which occurred entirely within the eclipse period and was
detected only by VLF-observation at NML-K5TD and
not by NML-YADA path. This has happened because
the flaring region of the Sun was occulted partially or fully



by the lunar disc as viewed from NML-YADA path during
the flare occurrence time. As a result, the perturbed signal
of NML-K5TD path actually carries the composite effect
of solar eclipse and the solar flare. In our analysis, we
assumed it to be a linear superposition of these two effects
so that separate contributions from each of those effects
can be subtracted out. Pal et al. (2012) and Maji et al.
(2012) have applied this linear superposition assumption
and obtained satisfactory results for VLF-observation
analysis during annular solar eclipse of 2010.

To model the lower ionospheric profile over the signal
propagation path, we use the Long Wave Propagation
Capability (LWPC) code (Ferguson, 1998). The default
propagation model of LWPC for numerically simulating
the propagating VLF signal amplitude within the earth
and ionosphere cavity is Long Wave Propagation Model
(LWPM). LWPM assumes a simplified model of D-
region ionosphere having exponentially increasing conduc-
tivity profile with height (Ferguson, 1998; Pal and
Chakrabarti, 2010; Sasmal et al., 2017). Apart from
LWPM, LWPC uses a number of specialized models,
namely, HOMOGENEOUS, CHI, RANGE, and GRID.
The objectives of the models are to introduce several per-
turbation effects into the ionosphere under different cir-
cumstances. The specific inputs can be fed to the models
using the inbuilt substrings of LWPC, namely TABLE
and EXPONENTIAL. In our simulation here, we use the
RANGE model and the EXPONENTIAL substring. The
parameters of this model are called effective signal reflec-
tion height (h0) and sharpness factor (the log-linear slope
of D-region electron density profile) b. The global conduc-
tivity map (r) and geomagnetic field values are taken from
inbuilt database of LWPC. The altitude profile of lower
ionospheric electron density and electron-neutral collision
frequency is obtained from Wait’s 2-component iono-
spheric model using these above mentioned parameters h0

and b (Wait and Spies, 1964).
Now, we know that the VLF signal raw voltage data are

recorded in an arbitrary unit of the receiver systems for
both of those stations. Since, we use LWPC code for sim-
ulation and it calculates the signal amplitude in dB, we
have to normalize the raw data to logarithmic decibel scale.
This normalization of signal would not affect the results
because in this work, we are particularly interested in
understanding and simulating the relative changes in signal
amplitude due to lower ionospheric perturbations by solar
eclipse. Before doing this normalization, we have chosen
the Wait’s parameters for unperturbed D-region iono-
spheric profile for the two paths to be h0 ¼ 70 km and
b ¼ 0:3 km�1 according to the prescription of Thomson
(1993), Thomson et al. (2011), and Han et al. (2011) but
keeping consistency with the observed unperturbed VLF
signal values at our receiving stations. According to
Thomson (1993), when the cosine of solar zenith angle var-
ied between 0:8 and 1:0, they consider h0 ¼ 70 km. In our
case the eclipse happened between 16 and 20 UT and then
for NML-Yada and NML-K5TD paths, the cosine of
zenith angle values were within 0:8–0:9. Thomson et al.
(2011) has also considered h0 ¼ 70 km for low and mid-
latitude ionosphere for a near solar minimum case, where
they also estimated a tolerance of �0:3 km in h0 due to
the zenith angle, cosmic and seasonal variance effect. The
TSE-2017 has also occurred close to a solar minima. Han
et al. (2011) also computed the variation of b from 0:26
to 0:36 km�1 when the cosine of zenith angle goes from
0:8 to 0:3. So for our simulation we started with the same
range of values and found b ¼ 0:3 km�1 best matches the
unperturbed signal. As we are simulating the VLF signal
profile for comparatively short propagation paths, we pur-
posely neglect solar zenith angle (v) variation over the
paths and we assume a uniform solar radiation induced
ionospheric ionization profiles over those paths. In Pal
et al. (2012), similar exercise was done for VTX-Kolkata
(1946 km), VTX-Malda (2151 km), VTX-Raigunj (2207
km), etc. paths during TSE-2009. We run the RANGE-
EXPONENTIAL model of LWPC using the parameter
values corresponding to the unperturbed D-region condi-
tions for both NML-K5TD and NML-YADA paths and
the obtained VLF signal amplitudes at the receiving points
are 75 dB and 65.1 dB respectively. For normalization we
use the following formula:

AðtÞ ¼ 10 log
IðtÞ
I0

; ð1Þ

where IðtÞ is the VLF amplitude recorded at receiving sta-
tions in arbitrary units, AðtÞ is the normalized amplitude of
VLF in dB (used in LWPC), and I0 is the normalization
factor. Since the eclipse over those paths started at around
16:40:00 UT, we choose a time 16:00:00 UT which is well
before its commencement and hence, it can be justifiably
assumed that the D-region was more or less in unperturbed
condition. We take the raw data amplitude (I(t = 16:00:00
UT)) at that time and normalize them to LWPC simulated
values 75 dB and 65.1 dB (A(t = 16:00:00 UT)) respectively
using Eq. (1). Thus, we obtained the normalization factors
(I0) each for those two stations. Using the respective I0 val-
ues in Eq. (1), we normalize the entire raw data set in dB

units (Fig. 2). We get the maximum signal changes (i.e.
the differential amplitude, DAmax) of +10.1 dB for NML-
YADA and �4:5 dB for NML-K5TD paths.

We first perform the LWPC simulation at the peak
region of perturbation and obtain the change in effective
reflection heights (Dh0max) over the paths to +10.0 km and
+4.0 km respectively. These correspond to the differential
amplitudes (DAmax) of +10.1 dB (NML-YADA) and
�4.5 dB (NML-K5TD) respectively. The complete night-
time situation near the D-region ionosphere is character-
ized by h0 = 87 km (Ferguson, 1998). NML-YADA path
was across 100% obscuration zone. However, the highest
value of perturbed h0 is (70 + 10.0) = 80 km, i.e. 59% of
the total nighttime situation has occurred on the
NML-YADA path during totality. On the other hand,



NML-K5TD path experienced a maximum of 88.6%
obscuration and the highest perturbed h0 is (70þ 4) = 74
km, i.e., only 23.5% of the total nighttime situation
occurred in spite of 88.6% obscuration by lunar disc. This
observation can be explained by emission properties of the
X-ray and other ionizing radiations from the solar corona.
This solar corona may extend up to a distance of a few
solar radii from the solar photosphere. Indeed, TSE-2017
had a spectacular show of extended corona all around
the solar disc. Thus even during the totality, radiation com-
ing solely from the corona can and do ionize the D-region
significantly. To incorporate the effect of C3.0-class flare,

we use the soft X-ray (1–8 Å) light curve of the same from
GOES-15 satellite data (Fig. 2). As a first order approxima-
tion, we assume a linear variation of Wait’s parameters
with X-ray energy (Basak and Chakrabarti, 2013; Pal and
Chakrabarti, 2010). We then run the LWPC-scheme and
scale the values of h0 and b in order to appropriately simu-
late the observed VLF-amplitude part due to flare effect.
Using this mechanism, we simulate the Wait’s parameter
values and obtain the entire VLF signal amplitude profile
AðtÞ. In the next step, we put the h0 and b values to the
famous Wait’s formula (Wait and Spies, 1964) to obtain
the temporal variation of altitude profile of D-region elec-
tron density (Ne(h, t)) during TSE-2017 for both NML-
YADA and NML-K5TD paths. To model the solar eclipse
induced perturbation of D-region ionosphere, first we have
to estimate the degree of solar obscuration over the signal
propagation path. The degree of solar obscuration is
defined as the ratio between the Sun’s projected area
blocked by the Moon to the Sun’s total projected area as
seen from the Earth (Chakraborty et al., 2016). In Fig. 3,
we draw the Sun-Moon configuration during an eclipse.
If r and R are the radii of the Sun and the Moon respec-
tively as seen from the central line of the eclipse shadow,
h and / are the angles subtended by the points of intersec-
tion of the two perimeters at the respective centers, D is the
distance between the two centers and d is the distance of
the overlapping region, then the degree of obscuration
ðpÞ will be given by,
p ¼ r2ðh� cos h sin hÞ þ R2ð/� cos/ sin/Þ
pr2

: ð2Þ
Fig. 3. Geometrical representation of the Sun and the Moon during a
solar eclipse (Möllmann and Vollmer, 2006).
where

cos h ¼ 1

2

r2 � R2 þ ðRþ r � dÞ2
rðRþ r � dÞ

 !
;

and,

cos/ ¼ 1

2

R2 � r2 þ ðRþ r � dÞ2
RðRþ r � dÞ

 !
:

The angular diameter of the Sun and the Moon appears
to be almost equal when seen from Earth, specially when
seen from within the totality belt and hence we can take r
and R to be equal. This approximation makes the cosine
functions to be equal as well

cos h ¼ cos/ ¼ 1

2

D
r
;

and Eq. (2) then modifies to,

p ¼ 2

p
ðh� cos h sin hÞ: ð3Þ

Luminance (L) at any point on Earth under shadow
region is exactly the opposite of obscuration function (p)
and is defined as

L
Lmax

¼ 1� p;

where Lmax is the maximum luminosity of the Sun and tak-
ing it to be 1, we can rewrite luminosity as

L ¼ 1� p:

Clilverd et al. (2001) and Pal et al. (2012) assumed a lin-
ear variation of Wait’s parameters (both h0 and b) with the
calculated obscuration function. For signal analysis over
longer propagation paths this approximation may not be
acceptable in general (Lynn, 1981; Patel et al., 1986). In
this paper, as we are dealing with short paths (�1000 km)
(Fig. 1) the approximation could be acceptable. To sepa-
rate the effect of the solar flare, we supply Dh0 and Db val-
ues in linear proportion to the calculated fractional
obscuration values to LWPC. Using this method, we calcu-
late the resulting VLF amplitude perturbation due to TSE-
2017 (DAðtÞ) alone over the NML-K5TD path. Again we
use the set of Wait’s parameters for eclipse effects only to
obtain the temporal profile of modeled electron density
(Ne(h, t)).

4. Results and interpretations

In this section, we present the results of our numerical
modeling. Fig. 4 shows a comparative study of observed
and simulated signal amplitude as a function of time in
hours for the path NML-YADA. The five panels show
the (a) observed signal variation, (b) simulated signal
amplitude, (c) degree of obscuration, (d) h0 and (e) b
respectively at the receiving location. In all the panels,
along X-axis, we plot the time (UT) in hours. In panels



Fig. 4. Comparison of the observed and modeled signal amplitude as a function of time in hours for NML-YADA path. The five panels show (a) the
observed signal, (b) modeled amplitude profile, (c) the obscuration function, (d) h0 and (e) b. The observed and modeled signal amplitude matches
satisfactorily.
(a) and (b), along Y-axis, we plot the signal amplitude in
dB, in panel (c), the degree of obscuration which varies
from 0 (no obscuration) to 1 (full obscuration), in panel

(d) h0 in km and in panel (e) b in km�1. From panel (a)
of Fig. 4, we find that the signal amplitude shows a general
trend of positive deviation from normal unperturbed val-
ues during the eclipse period and the results obtained from
simulation as shown in panel (b) of Fig. 4 exhibits a similar
trend. Also, the time of maximum deviation (18:16:00
UTC) as obtained from simulation matches observation
(18:13:00 UT) to a large extent. The h0 and b shows similar
trend of obscuration function which is relevant of the iono-
spheric conditions as the reflection height increases due to
occultation of the Sun.

Fig. 5 shows a similar comparison of the signal ampli-
tude variation during eclipse time for the path NML-
K5TD. The signal amplitude for this path exhibits an
important additional feature due to the occurrence of a
solar flare during the eclipse and produced a combined
effect on the received signal amplitude. From panel (a),
we see that the signal amplitude begins to show a negative
deviation with the start of the eclipse but makes a quick
reversal in the trend with the onset of the solar flare and
then again begins to decrease. Exactly similar trend of sig-
nal modulation is obtained from simulation as can be seen
from panel (b). The time of maximum deviation (18:36:00
UTC) is also found to match observation (18:34:00 UT)
quite satisfactorily. Here, we clearly see that although the
time of maximum obscuration at Tulsa was 18:06:00 UT,
the maximum deviation registered in the received VLF sig-
nal amplitude is at 18:34:00 UT. This delay of � 28 min is a
clear manifestation of the effects of the flare. Previously,
similar delay of 7 min was reported in Maji et al. (2012)
but in our case, we obtained the effects to be more strong
which is due to the strength of the affecting flare (C3.0).
In contrast with the NML-YADA path, the h0 and b vari-
ation is not smooth but exhibits opposite nature with the
rise and fall of the signal amplitude due to combined effects
of both eclipse and flare.

In Fig. 6, we show the simulated signal amplitude for the
path NML-K5TD. Along X-axis, we plot the time (UT) in
hours and along Y-axis we plot simulated signal amplitude
in dB. The blue curve corresponds to the situation if there
were no solar flare and the signal amplitude were modu-
lated solely due to the solar eclipse. The red curve corre-
sponds to the situation where both the solar eclipse and
the solar flare modulate the signal amplitude. The two ver-
tical dotted lines denote the time of minimum signal ampli-
tude as obtained from simulation. The ionosphere is
maintained by a series of complex photochemical reactions
governing primarily the production and recombination of
different species of ions and electrons. A solar eclipse ceases
the ionizing radiation for a brief moment of time thereby
accelerating the recombination processes leading to the loss
of ions and electrons. A solar flare plays an exactly oppo-
site role and speeds up the ionization process. As in the pre-
sent study, the flare began right after the starting of the
eclipse and the ionosphere exhibits a sluggishness in its



Fig. 5. Similar comparative study as like Fig. 4 for NML-K5TD path.

Fig. 6. Simulated VLF signal amplitude as a function of time for NML-
K5TD path. The blue curve represents the signal amplitude in the absence
of the solar flare and the signal amplitude is modulated only due to the
solar eclipse. The red curve represents the simulated amplitude where both
the effects of solar eclipse and solar flare are included. The two dashed
vertical lines represent the minimum value of signal amplitude. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Altitude profile of electron number density (cm�3) as obtained
from LWPC and Wait’s formula during the total solar eclipse at McBaine.
response to the recombination processes, the signal ampli-
tude displayed an exciting feature in its modulation during
that period. From simulation also, we have been able to
reconstruct the same trend. From Fig. 6, we see that if there
were no flare and the eclipse alone had influenced the
received signal amplitude, then the minimum would have
been achieved at 18:24 UT. In the actual situation where
both the flare and the eclipse had influenced the signal
amplitude, the minimum is achieved at 18:36 UT. This
clearly implies a delay of obtaining minimum in the signal
amplitude by 12 min.

Next, the set of h0 and b were incorporated in the Wait’s
formula to calculate the electron density profile. Fig. 7
shows the electron density profile at McBaine. Along x
axis, we plot the time (UT) in hours and along y axis, we
plot the ionospheric altitude in km. The color-bar shows



the electron density in cm�3. From the Figure, we clearly
see the electron density to decrease gradually as it
approaches the time of maximum solar obscuration and
thereafter it gradually increases ultimately returning to
normal unperturbed value. The maximum change in elec-
tron density is found to be � 84% at 80 km altitude.

In Fig. 8, we show similar results for Tulsa. The left
panel corresponds to the situation if there were no solar
flare. In this figure, we find the variation of electron density
to display a similar trend as for McBaine and the maximum
deviation in electron density is found to be � 80% at 80 km
altitude. If we include the effect of the flare along with the
eclipse as shown in the right panel figure, then the electron
density profile exhibits a different nature of variation. In
that case the electron density initially begins to decrease
altogether but suddenly increases because of the inclusion
of newly formed electrons due to the flare. As the effect dis-
sipates, the electron density again begins to decrease and
follow the same trend as it would in the absence of the
flare.

For both the locations, our results match with observa-
tions and true ionospheric conditions satisfactorily. The
ionospheric response through VLF are quite similar for
all the past historical eclipses that are reported by many
authors (see Section 1). As for example during TSE-2009,
in Pal et al. (2012), the reflection height was increased by
4 km and 1.8 km and b by 0.04 km�1 and 0.02 km�1 for
VTX-Raiganj and VTX-Kolkata path during the TSE,
2009 to achieve the observed VLF signal profile. Similarly,
in Kumar et al. (2016), similar variation of reflection height
was observed for TSE-2009, TSE-2012 and ASE-2013. The
reflection height was increased by 0.5–0.6 km and b was
increased by 0.012 and 0.0015 km�1 for TSE-2012 and
TSE-2013 respectively for NWC-Suva path. For TSE-
2009, JJI-Suva path shows an increase of reflection height
of 1.5 km but decrease in b by 0.055 km�1. In similar to
Pal et al. (2012), in our case for both the locations, the
reflection height and b increases due to the eclipse. For
Fig. 8. Altitude profile of electron number density (cm�3) as obtained from LW
due to the combined effects of both solar eclipse and solar flare (right panel).
NML-YADA path, the reflection height and b is increased
by 6.8 km and 0.08 km�1 respectively where for NML-
K5TD path, reflection height and b is increased by 3.9
km and 0.07 km�1 respectively 0.005 km�1 (Figs. 5 and
6). So for our cases, the increase in reflection height is in
general larger.

5. Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, we wanted to study the compositional
changes of the lower ionosphere during a total solar eclipse
in August 21, 2017 which took place across USA. It was
interesting that a flare also occurred during this period.
The signal was recorded from numerous stations spread
around the path of totality using two different monitors.
In this study we chose data from two locations, namely,
McBaine and Tulsa. McBaine was within the totality belt
and the flare was continuously blocked by the lunar disk.
Tulsa, on the other hand, was outside the totality belt
but close to it with a maximum obscuration of 88.61%. It
experienced the obstructed flare. This provided us an excel-
lent opportunity where we could study the ionospheric
response to the eclipse, both including and excluding the
additional complication due to the flare. To understand
the physical mechanisms behind the ionospheric variabili-
ties, we modeled it using several steps. First, we calculated
an obscuration function due to the lunar disc that decides
the variation of flux at a particular location on earth as a
function of time. This gives us a temporal profile of the
incoming ionizing radiation. Using a linear relation
between this incident radiation and the ionospheric param-
eters, namely, the ionospheric reflection height h0 and the
steepness parameter b, we determined a set of their values
that best replicated our observations. This set of parame-
ters was then incorporated into the well known Long
Wavelength Propagation Capability (LWPC) code to
reconstruct the signal amplitude variation during the
eclipse period. Later, the same parameters were used in
PC and Wait’s formula at Tulsa due to solar eclipse alone (left panel) and



the Wait’s formula to obtain the electron density profile.
For Tulsa, the whole process was iterated once more to
include the additional effects due to the flare. The results
obtained were quite satisfactory. The signal amplitudes at
the two receiving locations displayed an overall opposite
nature of deviation and the simulated results as depicted
in Figs. 4 and 5 agreed to such observations to good extent.
The times of occurrence of minima in the recorded signal
amplitude also matched the simulation results. For Tulsa,
the signal amplitude portrayed a unique feature where
the signal began to decrease under the influence of the
eclipse and then responded to the onset of the flare by
beginning to regain its strength. Later after the effects of
the flare dissipated, the signal variation behaved as though
it was under the influence of the eclipse alone. The iono-
sphere is somewhat sluggish in its response to the ioniza-
tion and the recombination processes and hence such
observations can be attributed to this particular behavior
of the ionosphere. Using this information into our numer-
ical model, we are able to obtain results which roughly cor-
roborate the observational findings (Fig. 6). From the
modeling, we obtained yet another interesting result where
we found that for the flare, the minimum in the signal
amplitude shifted almost 12 min from where it would have
been, without the presence of the flare. This result is a man-
ifestation of the effects of the flare on the ionosphere and
helps in validating our model more firmly. The electron
densities as calculated were also found to vary accordingly
and the maximum decrease in electron density at 80 km
altitude is found to be 84% for McBaine and 80% for
Tulsa.

It can be concluded that purely from modeling
approach, and including all the realistic physical processes
of the lower ionospheric region in our simulation, the
observations could be reconstructed to a large extent.
Obviously more improvement in the numerical model, par-
ticularly in modeling the effects of the solar corona could
have delivered better agreement between observations
and our model signal variation. However, the effects of cor-
ona on our lower ionosphere is poorly understood and any
detailed modeling may not be able to unwarranted assump-
tions, which we wished to avoid here. Even then we believe
that we have generally captured the salient features of the
observations.
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